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Many a times Indians boast about Indian culture as it has many rich values and high morale. The
culture is very unique all over the world.  One of the greatest Indian values that are held is the
education of children regarding "sex". They hold a devastating and an erotic feeling towards
opposite genders.

1. Sex is a powerful temptation and strong values are required for holding upon it. However, the
educated section of the society challenges it. Nowadays, sex education in Hindi has become very
common. The followers of western culture are imparting sex Gyan and are exposing the mystery to
immature and curious children.

2. These literates have made a conclusion that sex education in Hindi is like a prevention
methodology which ensures safety for the next generation from the perils of sex. Universally, it is
said that prevention is always better than cure.

3. However there are many people who question whether sex gyan is a prevention?. There are
many times when children are educated about sex but he is not able to hold his temptations.

4. If people are not mistaken, prevention is a boundary that will tell people about the things that lie
on the other side. There are three types of boundaries involved.

5. Firstly, people are completely aware about the things that lie on the other side of the boundary.
Nearly all the people are aware about the effects of unprotected sex

6. Secondly, people are partially or completely unaware of all the negative factors. The boundaries
are accepted as a part and parcel of the cultural values. There is also awareness about the positive
factors about sex within the boundary. For example, if protected sex is done, it is a preventive
measure for many sexually transmitted diseases. The details of the diseases may not be known
completely to the doer. But there will be a straight conception that will fit into his mind that protected
sex is very essential for good health.

7. Thirdly, people are completely unaware of the negative and positive factors that lie on the other
side of the boundary. For example, some sex practices are done as religious practices.

8. Thus, if Hindi sex education and sex Gyan are preventive boundaries, they must find place in the
above categories. First, people should understand the need of sex education.
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